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BACKGROUND INFORMATION AND
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Contracts for Data Collaboration (C4DC) (UNSDSN 2019) aims to shed light on the opportunities and challenges inherent
to data sharing practices. The project will work to provide policy makers, development and humanitarian organisations,
and private companies with a range of tools for them to better understand formalized data sharing practices that are
underpinned by written agreements. Project outputs will include an online repository of data sharing agreements (DSAs)
by the end of 2019, together with an analytical framework explaining the relevance of each part of a DSA. In the mediumterm, the project hopes to also produce and publish a series of case studies documenting when and how DSAs are,
and can be, most effectively applied for maximum impact and with minimum risk within development and humanitarian
contexts. This insight report draws extensively on interviews with partners and key stakeholders. It aims to break down
the complexities and opacity of DSAs as much as possible and to raise awareness of their value and potential, using
terms from project partners and development and humanitarian professionals.
This brief was written by Tom Orrell, DataReady and Hayden Dahmm, UNSDSN-TReNDS. The authors would like to
acknowledge and thank the following people and organizations for their insights that have helped to shape this brief:
Jessica Espey and Jay Neuner, UNSDSN-TReNDS; Scott David, University of Washington (UW); Bill Hoffman, WEF;
Stefaan Verhulst and Andrew Young, the GovLab; Charlene Migwe, Beverley Hatcher-Mbu, Taryn Davis and Paige Kirby,
Development Gateway; Tracey Li, Flowminder; and, Fredy Rodriguez, CEPEI. For further information about the C4DC
project, please contact Hayden Dahmm (hayden.dahmm@unsdsn.org).
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1. THE RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES OF DATA SHARING
The transfer of data from one set of hands to another raises a whole host of questions around data rights, ownership,
use, control and risk that can seem overly complicated or off-putting when first encountered. This is for good reason as
the risks involved in the sharing of data, especially personal or sensitive data, are very real. In 2013 - 2014 for instance,
“errors in data sharing and disclosure accounted for 17% of complaints to the UK Information Commissioner’s Office
(ICO) and approximately 45% of ICO enforcement action [i.e. sanctions and fines]” (Lloyd-Jones 2015).
Notwithstanding the risks, the benefits of data collaboration are immense. Whole industries now rely on the sharing,
mashing-up, (re)processing and analysis of data to generate value and wealth, with benefits that span both the private
and public sectors. In the private sector, many of the world’s most valuable companies now rely on data sharing in
one form or another as key to their success (Statista 2018). Within the public sector, the use of data to drive evidenceinformed policy making is now well established too (Jones 2012).
This balancing act between risk and opportunity informs the data activities of organizations and individuals acting
within the sustainable development and humanitarian sectors as well. The need for focused research and work on data
sharing in these spaces is widely recognized, and TReNDS’ flagship report, Counting on the World (UNSDSN 2017)
identifies a need for inclusive partnerships, principles and standards to drive better data sharing practices in support of
the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). In relation to the SDGs especially, data sharing has the potential to unlock
information that can strengthen humanitarian responses and inform their attainment (United Nations 2015). In pursuit of
these opportunities, governments, private companies, researchers and development practitioners all have to navigate
similar processes as they strive to reach agreements on how to share data between and among themselves. Navigating
contractual negotiations and all the considerations that have to be kept in mind during that process – the who, what,
where, when, why and how of data sharing – is intricately complex and is informed by a combination of technological,
institutional, and ultimately, human factors.

EX AMPLES OF DATA SHARING AGREEMENTS IN ACTION
In Colombia, t he Cent ro de Pensamiento Est ra tégico Internacional (C EPEI) has
piloted an innova tive projec t wit h t he Bogota C hamber of Commerce to reconcile
local da ta sources. The resul t has been a supply of relevant da ta on economic
grow t h, infrast ruc ture and indust rializa tion now available to t he Na tional
Administ ra tive Depar t ment of Sta tistics (DANE). Al t hough t he collabora tion has
been a success, securing t he necessar y arrangements proved more di f ficul t t han
initially anticipa ted. C EPEI was able to analyse t he C hamber of Commerce da ta
in less t han t wo mont hs, but t he process of negotia ting a one - and - a - hal f - page
agreement to enable t hem to do so took over six mont hs. Similarly, Development
Ga teway, whic h promotes da ta - driven development solutions, regularly finds
t ha t it takes t hree to four mont hs to negotia te da ta sharing agreements wit h
its par t ners: “developing t he document, get ting buy- in from t he di f ferent
stakeholders, t he di f ferent count r y of ficials, t ha t all takes time.” (Beverley
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Ha tc her - Mbu, Development Ga teway). Most recent ly, Flowminder took a year to
negotia te a t hree -way da ta sharing agreement in Ghana bet ween t hemselves,
Voda fone and Ghana Sta tistical Ser vices. Wha t t he t hree examples share is an
understanding t ha t any da ta sharing, or par t nership agreement t ha t involves
da ta being shared, must be founded in t rust whic h takes time to develop t hrough
discussions and negotia tions, and is suppor ted and underpinned by broader
regula tor y and legal frameworks.

Ultimately, as the sustainable development and humanitarian communities promote developmental efforts informed by
data, data partnerships must be supported by an increased understanding of the sorts of legal arrangements that can
maximize impact while also ensuring the responsible and safe use of data.
This report aims to shed light on the potential of DSAs in this space, drawing on insights from the C4DC project’s
partners and the perspectives gleaned from interviews with staff at Development Gateway, Flowminder and CEPEI;
three organisations with extensive data sharing experience across the development and humanitarian sectors.

2. WHAT ARE DATA SHARING AGREEMENTS
AND HOW ARE THEY USED?
The term ‘data sharing agreement’ has broad applications and can mean different things depending on who you are
talking to and what part of the world you are in. It is important to distinguish legal and everyday definitions of DSAs. This
is because in certain jurisdictions, DSAs can have very specific legal meanings that vary greatly. For the purposes of the
C4DC project, a broad-stroke and inclusive approach has been taken. DSAs are deemed to include any form of written
agreement, be it a legal contract, memorandum of understanding, non-disclosure agreement, or other mechanism that
sets out the terms for how data is shared between parties.
In the sustainable development sector, many organisations find DSAs useful for project planning, implementation and
keeping track of who is accountable for what within a project.

”For me, da ta sharing means t ha t we need to have rules and regula tions to ensure
t ha t di f ferent stakeholders t ha t are sharing and using da ta are cognizant of t he
risks t ha t exist when da ta is shared. I refer bac k to our da ta sharing agreements
all t he time. The MOU [memoranda of understanding] we use to set t he terms for
sharing help bot h par t ners in t he projec t keep eac h ot her accountable“
– Charlene Migwe (Development Gat eway, Kenya)
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In other contexts, DSAs form part of larger, more comprehensive agreements and can relate to very specific issues –
such as confidentiality.

”A da ta sharing agreement rela tes to how t wo or more entities agree to share
da ta wit hin a legal framework , and t he conditions t ha t t hey a t tac h to t ha t
sharing. The most impor tant c lauses in my view are around t he use of da ta,
and how it is connec ted wit h confidentialit y and privac y issues. We call t hem
‘confidentialit y agreements’ and t hey are t ypically agreed a f ter t he general
MOU t ha t contains t he terms of t he overall par t nership“
– Fredy Rodriguez (CEPEI)

And in some jurisdictions, they are required by law and need to be treated as a compliance issue for the protection of
individuals’ rights in relation to their data.

”I first heard t he term ‘da ta sharing agreement ’ properly in t he context of t he
General Da ta Protec tion Regula tion [GDPR] sometime last year. Due to my focus
being on working wit h personal da ta, I initially t hink of t he da ta processing
agreements t ha t need to be in place for t he sharing of personal da ta but I’m
also aware t ha t you may have da ta sharing agreements for non - personal da ta“
– Tracey Li (Flowminder)

Across these areas flows a common thread that is an essential ingredient of any good agreement – the need for trust.
“The concept of ‘trust’ sits right at the heart of a data sharing agreement” as Bill Hoffman from WEF puts it (Hoffman
2019). More broadly, trust is “fundamental […] to the necessity to encourage greater cooperation between public and
private entities and confidence in each other’s respective roles and responsibilities” as Jessica Espey of TReNDS
explained in a recent blog post. (Espey 2019). Within the project,

”We have delibera tely avoided having a definition of a ‘good ’ da ta sharing
agreement because t he concept varies according to interest and situa tion. I
t hink perhaps t he bet ter route is to desc ribe t he issues t ha t t he par ties had to
negotia te around and help contextualise t heir decisions.”
– Hayden Dahmm (TReNDS)
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A variety of use scenarios for DSAs in the development and humanitarian sectors exist:

Use Category

Explanation

Example

Filling gaps in national data

National Statistics Offices (NSOs) or other
governmental bodies can use DSAs to
negotiate access to privately held data that
can enhance official statistics.

In Colombia, DANE has gained access to
Sustainable Development Goal (SDG)-relevant
data, enabled by an agreement between CEPEI
and the Bogota Chamber of Commerce
(Fredy Rodríguez, 2019).

Accessing private data during
emergencies

In the event of an emergency, having an
existing agreement can help private data
holders provide information that leads to
better emergency responses.

Flowminder has worked in multiple countries
across the world to access telecom data for
humanitarian and development purposes (e.g.
for disaster response, and studying disease
transmission). Agreements may take months
or years to realize, but lead to valuable insights
that can inform decision-making once in place.
(Tracey Li, 2019)

Sharing data between nonprofit
and public sectors

Non-profit organizations that gain special
access to public sector data can improve the
quality of their community services. (https://
www.utah.gov/pmn/files/334857.pdf)

The Utah State Board of Education and the
group Utahans Against Hunger developed a
DSA to share school-level data and improve
student breakfast services.

Private-public data sharing

Private companies can share data with the
public sector to improve planning and policy.

The private companies Esri and Waze
have shared transportation data with city
governments around the world.
(The GovLab 2019ii).

Public-to-public data sharing

Without a legal framework, even sharing
data within government can be challenging.
Agreements or MOUs can provide the
necessary structure.

Development Gateway has done extensive work
on improving data sharing within governments
and between ministries in developing countries
(Beverley Hacher, 2019).

Sharing data across borders can help improve
international cooperation but may require
special considerations in an agreement.

Jersey and Germany signed an
agreement to share tax data to improve
service delivery. (https://www.gov.je/
Government/PlanningPerformance/Pages/
MinisterialDecisions.aspx?showreport=y
es&docid=1165D270-71FF-4A86-81DBE0C04CE71FA6)

Trans-national data sharing
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3. THE CONTRACTS FOR DATA COLLABORATION
(C4DC) PARTNERSHIP
While each partner to the C4DC partnership has come to
the project with different objectives – ranging from how
barriers to public data sharing can be lowered, through to
how private sector data sharing for public purposes can be
incentivized, there is a common understanding between all
partners that the risks involved in data sharing cannot be
overcome in isolation. A DSA is an artifact of a given data
sharing de-risking exercise among its parties. Reviewing
a body of agreements will reveal commonalities that may
facilitate the exercise of solving multiple interdependent
data risks, and doing so in ways that individual parties
cannot achieve alone.
The priorities for UNSDSN-TReNDS include supporting
statisticians, government policy makers and knowledge
managers to better understand the issues involved in data
sharing, helping these actors to have

”A s a projec t, we quic kly identi fied
t ha t t he legal and institutional
arrangements hindering public priva te da ta par t nerships
were immense. Many of t he
collabora tions t ha t we heard of
were being seriously held - up by
t he fac t t ha t t he par t ners couldn’t
reac h a consensus on t hings like
who was t he da ta owner, who
had t he right to access cer tain
informa tion under wha t kinds of
conditions, and so on.”
– Jessica Espey (TReNDS)

THE C4DC DATA SHARING ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK
One of the main products from the C4DC partnership to
date is the analytical framework (see Annex A) that is being
used to analyse DSAs and break them down into building
blocks in preparation for their addition to the planned
online repository. The analytical framework has been
collectively built by all partners. At the broadest frame, the
analytical framework has been informed by the GovLab’s
work on Data Collaboratives, first defined in 2015 (The
GovLab 2015) as: “a new form of collaboration, beyond
the public-private partnership model, in which participants
from different sectors - including private companies,
research institutions, and government agencies - can
exchange data to help solve public problems.” The
intention has been to build a tool that not only aids
analysis within the project but can also be used as a
checklist once complete. This has been further honed by
partners at University of Washington (UW).
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”In many contexts t he most useful
produc t from t his projec t might not
be t he cont rac ts t hemselves – for
instance in places where t here is
no enforcement – but ra t her t he
talking points t ha t f low from t he
framework. Using t he framework as
a c hec klist I t hink is going to be one
of t he most valuable dimensions
of t his projec t and t he value of t he
c hec klist is independent of whet her
you eventually enter into a cont rac t
or not.”
– Scot t David (UW)
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At the highest level of analysis, the framework draws on the GovLab’s Contractual Wheel of Data Collaboration
developed by Stefaan G. Verhulst and Andrew Young (Govlab 2019iii), as part of their data collaboratives program and
splits out the components of a DSA into six parts: Where, Why, What, Who, How and When. Depending on the use
case, context and jurisdiction, a typical DSA should contain provisions that cover most, if not all these dimensions. The
complete framework can be found on the Contracts for Data Collaboration website.
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•

Why data is being shared: what is the context and purpose for which data is being shared? DSAs
should provide details of the purpose(s) for which data are being shared.

•

What kinds of data are being shared:

•

When data should be shared: DSAs should be clear on timelines, from the dates that the agreement
starts and ends through to any important milestones throughout the agreement period; as well as details of how
long data should be stored and used following the end of the agreement, right up to the point of safe disposal or
archiving.

•

Who is involved in the sharing:

•

How data is being shared: In addition to specifying the standards, formats and rules that should be

•

Where data is being shared from and to:

DSAs should aim to be as specific as possible about what
data are being shared (and what are not). DSAs should ideally specify the standards, formats and rules that apply
to the data in question, including the source of the data, the metadata, and other technical requirements.

fundamental to a DSA is an explanation of who the parties to the
agreement are. Describing parties’ legal status (i.e. natural persons, corporate persons, government bodies,
charities, etc.) helps to establish that they have the authority to enter into the agreement in the first place, the
authority or right to share data, and conversely the authority to receive it. Are there any other parties other than
those making the agreement who have an interest in the agreement (so-called ‘Third Parties’)? The agreement
should set out roles and responsibilities.

used to determine what data should be shared, DSAs should also specify how they should be shared. The DSA
should specify the data security and confidentiality rules that are in place that will govern how data is shared.

The question of ‘where’ is incredibly important in
DSAs as it relates to jurisdiction. If data are being shared within one single jurisdiction, it is important that the
DSA abides by all applicable laws and regulations. If data is being shared across jurisdictions, it is important
that the DSA specify which jurisdiction applies to the contract. In cases of inter-jurisdictional data sharing,
regional or international laws such as the EU’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) may specify additional
compliance requirements.
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INSIGHTS FROM THE PROJECT TO DATE
C4DC partners have analyzed some 30 agreements to date using the analytical framework. The initial sample has
included concise MOUs and extensive legal agreements. The considered agreements span Africa, Europe, North
America and Latin America and cover data describing issues from climate change to poverty. They concern data
being shared between businesses, governments, and civil society and capture arrangements at the local, national and
international levels. These agreements have been broken down into their constituent parts to understand and compare
how the aspects of collaboration are being addressed throughout the data ecosystem. Additional work is required before
specific conclusions can be made, but after undertaking this initial scoping and analytical work, it is now possible to
reflect on some of the emerging trends that run through the project. Despite a number of initial reflections highlighting
difficulties around accessing DSAs and negotiating them, there is also substantial support for the planned repository and
the value it can add.

Many informal partnerships rely on non-binding agreements
Out of the initial pool of agreements that the team has located and analyzed, a significant number are in fact legally
non-binding documents. MOUs, confidentiality agreements and similar documents appear to be common tools in this
space. This is consistent with comments heard during interviews with practitioners. It suggests that parties may need to
be more flexible when establishing partnerships. Although a legal contract can ensure a level of certainty, they can also
cause delays (such as in disaster response and public health settings), and contracts are more costly, which can also
create a disproportionate amount of risk for some. In those cases, a non-binding document can support some level of
shared understanding to help guide the parties performance together, and help introduce the trust that is foundational to
any agreement and partnership.

”Depending on t he local context, a cont rac t isn’t always appropria te. Because
it goes t hrough a di f ferent approval process, it might go t hrough a di f ferent
depar t ment, par t ners may become concerned about t he idea of being legally
obliga ted to provide cer tain t hings. So MOUs are definitely ver y helpful as a
middle ground to say – we are commit ted to sharing da ta, but we don’t want to
go t hrough a cont rac ting process.”
– Beverley Hat cher - Mbu (Development Gat eway)
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Data sharing agreements take time to negotiate and vary greatly
Managing and transferring data assets between entities can be incredibly complex and this is reflected in the length of
time it can take to negotiate and agree on DSA terms. Often, there are chains of responsibility that all touch upon the
data in question and require multiple levels of approval before any agreement can be finalized. The length of time it can
take to negotiate a DSA can also depend on the degree to which data governance processes are already formalized
within organizations. Where governance processes are undocumented or lax, it can often take significantly longer to
navigate the negotiation process than instances where formal policies and processes are set out clearly. Changes in legal
and regulatory regimes can also impact on timelines as new compliance issues emerge and have to be addressed by the
negotiating parties.

”Our time estima tes for entering into da ta sharing agreements var y grea t ly,
it is hard to foresee wha t hiccups might arise along t he way. In some recent
negotia tions we have also been held up by t he int roduc tion of t he GDPR. When
it came in, nobody understood how it should be t ransla ted into prac tice, so
t ha t caused a lot of delays. It was a good experience in t he end, and we have
a c learer understanding of t he process now, but it was ver y c hallenging a t t he
time.”
– Tracey Li (Flowminder)

4. INITIAL REFLECTIONS ON THE VALUE OF DSAS TO THE
DEVELOPMENT AND HUMANITARIAN COMMUNITIES
There are two general reflections that sustainable development and humanitarian practitioners agree on that reinforce
the relationship between the practice of sharing data and the broader context of the data revolution for sustainable
development data:

DSAs should reflect good data management and governance practices
A key insight supported by practitioners is that DSAs are part of a broader regulatory and legal landscape. There is an
interdependence between the need for legal frameworks in which DSAs can be contextualized but at the same time, in
places where those frameworks are weak, DSAs themselves can help to inform their development and use.
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”There’s a lot of discussion around sharing, but not a lot of conc rete connec tion
bet ween na tional st ra tegies and work plans and how to ac tually implement
t hem. While a lot of da ta sharing takes place wit hin count ries and government
bodies, muc h of t ha t is friend - to - friend or colleague - to - colleague. Sharing is
not necessarily driven by an ar ticula ted need to have t ha t da ta available for
repor ting, decision - making or ot her t hings. In prac tice, da ta sharing agreements
are of ten not as power ful as legal frameworks for da ta sharing.”
– Paige Kirby (Development Gat eway)

Access to DSAs should promote responsible and ethical data sharing
There is increased recognition that data can be highly personal and that their sharing and use should be regulated
and governed. As governments, businesses and individuals become more aware of the risks, the demand for greater
protection and more ethical and legally regulated data sharing activity has grown. By opening up discussions on DSAs,
and how and when they should be used, it is envisaged that data sharing practices generally will also improve over time,
positively impacting individuals’ rights over their personal data.

”From our experience t here is a t rend towards recognition of da ta being used for
social good and t he oppor tunities t here. Wit hin t ha t context, t here is inc reased
recognition of t he need to protec t da ta. It is impor tant to mention how t he
integra tion of t hese concepts works. You have to advoca te for leadership to
share da ta but c learly sta te t ha t personal da ta is not going to be released.”
– Fredy Rodriguez (CEPEI)
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Overall, within the sustainable development and humanitarian sectors, the use of DSAs is crucial to the encouragement
of more responsible and rights-based data sharing practices.

”Regardless of whet her or not it ’s a legal requirement, i f you are working to
help vulnerable people, t hen you have an et hical responsibilit y to ensure t ha t
t he way you work wit h da ta respec ts t he privac y of t he people t ha t t he da ta is
it is coming from. We have to minimise t he risk of harm t ha t can be done and
while privac y regula tions might be a compliance headac he, a t t heir hear t t hey
are ver y necessar y to protec t people’s rights.”
– Tracey Li (Flowminder)

For the C4DC project, the aim is to find the balance between ensuring that data is used to inform evidence-based
decision-making in pursuit of the 2030 Agenda, while at the same time making certain that data collaborations emerge
in a safe and responsible environment. To this end, it is hoped that the C4DC project will help to demystify the practice
of data sharing, enabling and expediting innovative data collaborations that also appropriately address and consider
sensitive issues in their supporting agreements.
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